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The brain’s remarkable capacity for language requires bidirectional
interactions between functionally specialized brain regions. We used
magnetoencephalography to investigate interregional interactions in
the brain network for language while 102 participants were reading
sentences. Using Granger causality analysis, we identified inferior
frontal cortex and anterior temporal regions to receive widespread
input and middle temporal regions to send widespread output. This
fits well with the notion that these regions play a central role in
language processing. Characterization of the functional topology of
this network, using data-driven matrix factorization, which allowed
for partitioning into a set of subnetworks, revealed directed connec-
tions at distinct frequencies of interaction. Connections originating
from temporal regions peaked at alpha frequency, whereas connec-
tions originating from frontal and parietal regions peaked at beta
frequency. These findings indicate that the information flow between
language-relevant brain areas, which is required for linguistic process-
ing, may depend on the contributions of distinct brain rhythms.
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The human brain is capable of effortlessly extracting meaningfrom sequences of written or spoken words by means of a so-
phisticated interplay between dedicated neocortical regions. Neu-
roanatomical research has revealed a number of white-matter
pathways that facilitate these interregional interactions (1). Elec-
trophysiological research with electro- and magnetoencephalography
(EEG/MEG) has revealed with high temporal precision the se-
quential activation of individual nodes embedded within the human
brain network for language (2, 3). However, the nature of the
functional interactions that enable the efficient flow of information
between the nodes of this network has yet to be elucidated.
One important feature of cortical interregional connections is
that they are frequently reciprocal in nature (4), which implies that
information can be exchanged in a bidirectional fashion. Moreover,
the information flow between cortical regions may be facilitated by
interregional rhythmic synchronization (5), where neuronal rhythms
of specific different frequencies reflect the direction in which the
information is flowing (6, 7). This bidirectional flow of information
should also be a crucial feature of the neurobiological system that
supports language processing. Linguistic processing is not a simple
bottom-up process where incoming linguistic information (for in-
stance, when reading a sentence) drives a sequence of activations
of cortical areas that gradually transforms a string of letters into a
representation of sentence and discourse meaning. Rather, con-
textual information, which is either already available, or built up
while a sentence unfolds, can also provide top-down information,
affecting the response in lower-order areas.
Here, we show that interregional interactions in the human
brain network for language are subserved by rhythmic neuronal
synchronization at specific frequencies. Specifically, we found that
rhythmic activity in the alpha frequency range (8–12 Hz) propa-
gates from temporal cortical areas to frontal cortical areas, and
that beta frequency rhythmic activity (15–30 Hz) propagates in the
opposite direction. These results indicate the functional relevance
of rhythmic directed interactions during language processing,
where interactions between areas are supported by different fre-
quency bands, depending on the direction of the interaction. This
functional relevance likely extends to other cognitive domains,
reflecting a generic mechanism that allows for dynamic routing of
information in a network of task-relevant brain regions.
Results
We used MEG to record neuromagnetic signals while participants
were reading sequences of words. We reconstructed the cortical
activity in a set of predefined brain areas (consisting of 156 cortical
parcels), encompassing areas that are part of the core language
system, areas in the visual system, and homolog areas in the con-
tralateral hemisphere (8) (Fig. 1A). Next, we computed frequency-
resolved Granger causality (GC) to quantify directed rhythmic
neuronal interactions between brain areas for language that are
known to be anatomically connected (9–11). Because the inter-
pretation of connectivity estimated from neuromagnetic recordings
is highly confounded by spatial leakage of source activity (12), we
statistically compared, across the sample of 102 participants, the
estimated GC with an estimate of GC after time reversal of the
signals (13). This allowed us to conservatively discard a substantial
subset of the predefined connections for which the direction and/or
the strength of the estimated Granger causal interaction is likely
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confounded by spatial leakage of activity. This left us with a subset
of 713 connections from the initial 4,350 connections formed be-
tween 156 modeled cortical parcels. We subsequently explored the
topology of the resulting network and observed an uneven distri-
bution in the number of connections for the cortical parcels in-
volved (Fig. 1 B and C). Specifically, for each of the cortical parcels
we quantified the number of in- and outgoing directed connections
(i.e., the node degree). We observed left and right middle tempo-
ral cortical parcels to serve as a sender node in a large number of
connections, projecting to ipsilateral anterior middle and superior
temporal cortex [Brodmann areas (BA) 21/22/38], to contralateral
middle and superior temporal cortex (BA 21/22), and to frontal
cortex (BA 6/9/44/45/47) (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected random-
ization test). Left and right inferior frontal regions (BA 47), how-
ever, were observed to receive Granger causal input from ipsilateral
frontal cortex (BA 44/45/46), ipsilateral superior temporal cortex
(BA 22), ipsilateral angular gyrus (BA 39), and ipsilateral extras-
triate visual cortex (BA 19, area 17/18 present in the right hemi-
sphere only) (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected randomization test).
Additionally, regions receiving substantial inflow were located bi-
laterally in the anterior temporal pole (receiving input from supe-
rior and middle temporal regions, as well as from inferior frontal
cortex), in the occipital pole (receiving input from extrastriate re-
gions as well as from inferior temporal and occipito-temporal cor-
tex), and in the right anterior temporal cortex.
To gain more detailed insight into the spatial and spectral
structure of this brain wide network we applied nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF) to the group-level connectivity data (8).
Specifically, we modeled the connectivity data as a mixture of a
limited number of spatially static network components, each with a
subject-specific spectral profile. The decomposition algorithm did
not incorporate any specific constraints with respect to the spatial
or spectral structure of the underlying components. In particular,
no assumptions were made about the spatial clustering of edges
(i.e., the decomposition algorithm did not favor sets of connections
to end up in the same component when the cortical parcels on each
end of the directed connection were spatially clustered). However,
the majority of extracted network components were physiologically
interpretable, judging from the spatial clustering of the cortical
parcels participating in component-specific directed interactions.
Fig. 2 shows the network components with predominant connec-
tions between language-relevant cortical areas (components with
predominant connections between visual cortical areas and com-
ponents with more spatially diffuse connections are shown in Fig.
S1). The components’ cortical locations for outflow and inflow are
depicted in blue and orange/yellow, respectively, in the leftmost
panel for each quadruplet of columns. For some of the compo-
nents, the subject-averaged spectral profiles were band-limited to a
certain frequency range, which moreover showed a consistent peak
frequency across subjects (Fig. 2 B–H, middle panels for each
quadruplet of columns). This suggests that these components
represent frequency-specific rhythmic directed interactions be-
tween key regions in this large-scale network. We categorized the
extracted components based on the dominant region for outflow.
The majority of the components reflected predominantly intra-
hemispheric connections (Fig. 2 B–H, right panel for each qua-
druplet of columns). We identified left and right hemispheric
directed rhythmic interactions from posterior and midtemporal
cortical regions to ipsilateral frontal cortex (mainly inferior fron-
tal), with a median peak frequency at 12 Hz [interquartile range
(IQR) 11–13 Hz] (Fig. 2B). A somewhat spatially more diffuse
component with predominantly left intrahemispheric connections
led from midtemporal areas to inferior and superior frontal areas
(Fig. 2C). Connections from posterior and midtemporal regions to
ipsilateral anterior temporal cortex had a slightly higher median
peak frequency of 14 Hz (with an IQR of 12–15 Hz and 13–15 Hz
for the left and right hemispheric components), compared with the
temporo-frontal connections (Fig. 2D). Next, there was a set of
components predominantly interconnecting temporal cortical re-
gions that showed somewhat more variability in their spectral
profile across subjects (Fig. 2E). These components reflected
connections from superior and middle temporal cortex (along the
whole anterior–posterior axis) to mid and anterior inferior tem-
poral cortex, and connections from midmiddle and superior ante-
rior temporal cortex to the temporal pole.
In contrast to the network components with the outflow regions
in temporal cortex, the rhythmic interactions with predominant
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Fig. 1. Topology of the brain network for language as quantified with GC.
(A) Overview of the left hemispheric anatomical parcels used for source re-
construction and serving as network nodes, displayed on the inflated cortical
surface. Lateral and medial surfaces are shown on the Left and Right, re-
spectively. Right hemispheric homologous parcels were also considered for
network estimation, yet not displayed here. (B, Left) Node degree for inflow
(i.e., the number of nodes from which each of the nodes receives significant
Granger causal input) (P < 0.05, nonparametric permutation test, Bonferroni
corrected) and outflow (i.e., the number of nodes to which each of the nodes
sends significant Granger causal output). (B, Right) Uncorrected P values asso-
ciated with the statistical comparison (nonparametric permutation) of the to-
pology observed in the left panels, and randomly connected networks, keeping
the overall degree distribution constant. Orange/yellow parcels survive Bon-
ferroni correction for multiple comparisons (the number of edges) and reflect
hubs in the network. (C) Topology of the connections for each of the highly
connected hubs identified in B, and the other cortical areas, for inflow hubs
(blue parcels in B) and outflow hubs (red parcels in B), with the hubs displayed
in yellow, and the Granger causal strength to sending/receiving areas in red.
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outflow from parietal (Fig. 2F) and frontal (Fig. 2 G and H) re-
gions consistently showed a higher peak frequency of interaction.
Components reflecting parietal-to-posterior temporal interactions
had a median peak frequency of 20 Hz (with an IQR of 17–22 Hz
and 15–26 Hz for the left and right hemispheric components, re-
spectively) and frontal-to-temporal rhythmic interactions had a
median peak frequency of 27 Hz (with an IQR of 25–30 Hz).
Intrafrontal interactions had a somewhat more broadband spectral
profile, with a median peak frequency of 24 Hz (IQR: 19–29 Hz)
for directed interactions from BA 44 to BA 45/46/47. Interactions
from BA 46 to BA 44/45/47 had a median peak frequency of 30 Hz
(IQR: 23–35 Hz) and 29 Hz (IQR: 25–33 Hz) for left and right
hemispheric connections, respectively. We statistically evaluated
the peak frequency of the rhythmic interactions between compo-
nents with predominant connections between parietal, frontal, and
temporal brain areas (Fig. 3A). Overall, the component-specific
median peak frequencies ranged from the upper end of the alpha
range (12 Hz) to the upper end of the beta range (30 Hz).
Moreover, components with rhythmic Granger causal outflow
predominantly from temporal areas had a consistently lower peak
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Fig. 2. Network components obtained with NMF show frequency, regional, and direction-specific interactions. (A) Location of the cortical nodes, displayed on an
inflated cortical sheet (Left) with color coding and labeling convention (Right), as used in B–H. Circular grouping was according to anatomical location, using BA
labeling for the parcels outside temporal cortex, and using their relative location along the anterior/posterior and superior/inferior axis for temporal parcels. (B–H)
Components reflecting connections between language-relevant cortical areas. Leftmost panels show the location of the parcels involved. Dark/light blue colors:
regions for outflow (the lighter the color of the parcel, the stronger the relative contribution of the parcel to the component). Orange/yellow/white colors:
regions for inflow. The histograms show for each of the components the distribution of the subject-specific peak frequency. The spectra show the median (and
IQR) spectral profiles across subject. The circular plots show the directed connections between the parcels. The thickness of the arrows reflects the relative strength
of the connection. Components with predominantly left-hemispheric, right-hemispheric, or bilateral connections are displayed in red, light blue, and purple,
respectively. (B) Left and right hemispheric components from temporal regions to ipsilateral frontal regions. (C) Component with bilateral intrahemispheric
temporal-to-frontal connections. (D) Left and right hemispheric components with predominant connections from middle to anterior temporal regions.
(E) Components with predominantly intratemporal connections from superior to inferior regions (upper two rows), and frommidanterior regions to the temporal
pole (bottom row). (F) Components with predominant connections from the angular gyrus (BA 39) and supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) to posterior temporal cortex.
(G) Component from frontal regions to temporal regions. (H) Components with predominantly fronto-frontal connections.
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frequency than components with Granger causal outflow from
parietal or frontal areas (P < 0.05, nonparametric permutation
test, multiple comparison corrected). Notably, based on the NMF
we could distinguish temporo-frontal interactions, with a peak
frequency of 12 Hz (Figs. 2 A and B and 3 B and C, connection in
dark red), from fronto-temporal interactions, with a peak fre-
quency of 27 Hz (Figs. 2F and 3 B and C, connection in dark blue).
Fig. 3B shows a schematic summary of the dominant rhythmic
interactions, with the corresponding spectral profile in Fig. 3C.
We proceeded to test whether the strength of the rhythmic in-
teractions was modulated by the functional requirements imposed
by the perceptual input. To this end, we divided the stimulus
material into four conditions, based on whether the subjects were
reading a well-structured sentence or a pseudorandom sequence of
words (sentences and word lists), and based on the ordinal position
of the words (early and late words). Importantly, we stratified the
data for lexical frequency and overall signal variance, to avoid as
much as possible interpretational confounds for the estimated
connectivity (12, 14) due to differences in univariate signal and
stimulus properties (8). Subsequently we computed the Granger
causal interactions for each subject and condition for the most
prominent functional connections, which were extracted from the
NMF results by means of spatial clustering. We constrained the
analysis to band-limited estimates of GC, averaging across fre-
quencies and edges. The connection-specific frequency bands were
obtained from the components’ peak frequencies and IQRs.
Contrasting sentences with sequences, we observed the strength of
the interactions to be modulated from left middle temporal regions
to the left temporal pole, where sequences elicited stronger in-
teractions than sentences, and from right striate to extrastriate vi-
sual regions (Fig. 4A, P < 0.05, nonparametric permutation test,
Holm–Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons). Compar-
ing early words with late words in the sentence condition showed
several significantly modulated connections, with rhythmic inter-
actions being stronger early in the sentence (Fig. 4B). These con-
nections were bilateral from temporal to frontal regions, and
from middle temporal regions to the temporal pole. In addi-
tion, in the right hemisphere we identified significantly modu-
lated connections from frontal regions to temporal regions, and
from the superior temporal gyrus to the middle temporal gyrus
(P < 0.05, nonparametric permutation test, Holm–Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons). Moreover, we identified two
right hemispheric connections that showed a significant interaction
effect between early vs. late words and sentences vs. sequences
(Fig. 4B and Fig. S2).
Discussion
We have provided evidence for directed interactions between
cortical regions in the human brain network for language during
sentence reading. Topological analysis of the overall network
revealed a high degree of Granger causal inflow into anterior in-
ferior frontal cortical regions, right anterior temporal cortex, and
the temporal pole bilaterally. This is in line with these regions’
being “high-order” regions, involved in the processing of more
abstract features of the linguistic input, which requires integration
of converging information. Frontal regions are engaged in unifi-
cation operations (15), integrating lexical units into the larger
context. Anterior temporal cortex is associated with conceptual
object representations (16, 17).
Middle temporal cortical regions, however, displayed a high
degree of Granger causal outflow. This is in agreement with the
middle temporal gyrus’ crucial role in language comprehension at
the level of single words (18, 19). Its functional connections to
more anterior temporal areas, as well as to inferior frontal cortex,
reflect the necessity to propagate information about individual
lexical items to areas that subserve integration operations. Nota-
bly, we did not observe a clear lateralization in the pattern of
connections, which lends support to the evolving notion that both
cerebral hemispheres are involved in the processing of linguistic
stimuli (20).
Data-driven decomposition of the overall network into smaller
subnetworks revealed several spatially constrained components,
corresponding with local and long-range directed interactions. The
clear frequency-resolved profile displayed by some of these com-
ponents displayed is indicative of the interactions’ being mediated by
rhythmic interareal synchronization. Connections originating from
temporal cortical areas showed a consistently lower peak frequency
(alpha and low beta) than connections originating from parietal or
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Fig. 3. Rhythmic interactions originating from temporal/parietal cortex have
consistently lower peak frequencies than those originating from frontal cortex.
(A) Pairwise comparison of the component-specific peak frequencies (non-
parametric permutation test, corrected for multiple comparisons). Each colored
element represents the median of the subject-specific difference in peak fre-
quency (row component – column component). The values in the black boxes
along the main diagonal reflect the median peak frequency for each compo-
nent. (B) Schematic representation of the directed rhythmic cortico-cortical
interactions in the language system, grouped according to the cortical out-
put area. The temporal lobe is split into two ”nodes,” to be able to display the
rhythmic mid to anterior connection. The colored arrows refer to the spectra
shown in C. The black spectrum in C is the average of the components shown in
(Fig. 2E), with dominant connections from superior temporal to middle tem-
poral gyrus, and is not displayed as a separate connection in B.
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frontal regions (high beta). As a specific example, temporal-to-
frontal interactions are subserved by rhythmic synchronization at
∼12 Hz, whereas interactions in the opposite direction, from frontal
to temporal regions, peak at a frequency of ∼27 Hz.
At first glance, these findings correspond well with recent work
in the visual system in which it was shown that feedforward and
feedback connections, as defined by their characteristic cortical
laminar connectivity profile (21), could be distinguished in terms
of their frequency of interaction (6, 7, 22). However, in the visual
system, feedforward connections have been functionally charac-
terized by gamma band synchronization (>50 Hz) (and to a lesser
extent by theta band synchronization) and feedback connections
by alpha/beta synchronization. A GC spectral peak in the gamma
frequency range was absent in our data. Although studies in the
visual system allow for experimental paradigms eliciting robust
and strongly modulated gamma band rhythmicity, language par-
adigms do not typically lead to similarly strong local gamma-band
responses (23), rendering the likelihood of detecting gamma-band
interactions low. In addition, characterization of feedforward and
feedback connections based on their cytoarchitectonic connectiv-
ity profiles is likely to be more distinct in peripheral sensory sys-
tems than in higher cortical regions (24), such as the higher-order
areas in the human brain network for language. Consequently,
there is no reason to assume that the emergent functional prop-
erties of the language network, in terms of the frequency of in-
teractions, should directly map onto observations in the visual
system. Nevertheless, our data reveal frequency-specific subnet-
works in the brain system for language.
Further exploration of the potential functional significance of
these interactions revealed that the linguistic context modulates
left lateralized midtemporal-to-anterior temporal interactions, as
well as right lateralized extrastriate-to-striate interactions. In these
connections, Granger causal influences were stronger in the word
list condition. This suggests that the absence of syntactic structure
intensifies the need for information transfer to the anterior tem-
poral lobe, possibly to facilitate access to word meaning. In addi-
tion, our findings indicate that even the generation of a word form
percept might require stronger interactions for effective processing
in the absence of context constraining syntactic structure. Next, in a
sentential context, the incremental availability of contextual in-
formation allows for the generation of constraining predictions
about the upcoming input, likely facilitating processes such as
lexical selection. Bilateral interactions from temporal to frontal
regions, frommidtemporal to anterior temporal regions, from right
lateralized frontal to temporal regions, and from superior temporal
to middle temporal regions are stronger early in the sentence,
when the constraining context is still relatively weak, as opposed to
later in the sentence. These stronger interactions early in the
sentence might reflect the increased need for information ex-
change between these regions, to establish a linguistic context.
In conclusion, this study shows directional interactions in the
highly dynamic cortical network of language-relevant areas, with
salient differences in the specific frequencies that support the
communication protocols in the temporo-frontal and the fronto-
temporal directions. Although our findings are in line with earlier
reports of a frequency difference between feedforward and feed-
back connections, the carrier frequencies in the language network
shown here deviate from what has been observed in the visual
system. However, the effect of linguistic context on the strength of
some of these connections suggests the functional relevance of
dynamic rhythmic cortical interactions during cognitive processing
in general, and language processing in particular (25). An in-
teresting avenue for further research would be to relate these
rhythmic interactions to local measures of activation, to gain in-
sight into how the interplay between local cortical activity and long-
range interactions shapes cognition.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Procedure and MEG Data Acquisition. Native Dutch speakers (n =
102, 51 males), with an age range of 18–33 y, participated in the experiment.
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and reported no history of neurological, developmental, or language deficits.
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CMO, the local
“Committee on Research Involving Human Participants” in the Arnhem–
Nijmegen region) and followed the guidelines of the Helsinki declaration. All
participants gave written informed consent before participation. The partici-
pants read sequences and lists of words (total number of 240, with 9–15 words
per sequence), presented sequentially on a back-projection screen, placed in
front of them.MEG data were collectedwith a sampling frequency of 1,200 Hz.
Throughout the measurement the head position was continuously monitored
using custom software (26).
Artifact Rejection and Subtraction of Single-Trial Activity. All analyses were
done with custom-written MATLAB scripts and FieldTrip (27). Data were
epoched from −100 to 600 ms relative to word onset, and segments contami-
nated by artifacts were discarded before further analysis. We subtracted the
event-related response from the single-trial data with the ASEO algorithm (28),
aiming to attenuate the effects of evoked transients on the estimation (and
subsequent interpretation) of GC (29). Transients in the signals violate the un-
derlying assumption of stationarity and result in nonzero GC estimates, due to
systematic latency differences of the peak of the transient signals across re-
gions. We combined the ASEO algorithm with a blind source separation tech-
nique [denoising source separation (DSS) (30)]. We modeled single-trial signals
as a combination of ongoing activity and event-related components (31) and
subtracted the modeled single-trial evoked responses from the data (Fig. S3).
Source Reconstruction and Parcellation of Source-Reconstructed Activity. We
performed source reconstruction using a linearly constrained minimum vari-
ance beamformer (LCMV) (32), estimating a spatial filter at 8,196 locations of
the subject-specific reconstructed midcortical surface. Next, we applied an
atlas-based parcellation scheme to reduce the dimensionality of the data. We
used a refined version the Conte69 atlas, resulting in a parcellation scheme
consisting of 191 parcels per hemisphere. Spatial filters were concatenated
across vertices comprising a parcel, and we obtained a set of time courses of
the event-related field at each parcel and selected for each parcel the first two
spatial components explainingmost of the variance in the signal. We opted for
this method, rather than averaging, because we used rank-reduced forward
solutions (excluding the most noise-sensitive dipole orientations), which might
result in signal cancellation effects upon averaging, due to sign ambiguity of
the resulting cardinal dipole orientations.
Preselection of the Connections Between Language-Relevant Areas. We con-
strained ourselves a priori to a subset of connections between parcel pairs, using
known “long-range” macroanatomical fiber pathways between parcels com-
prised of core language regions and the visual system as described in the lit-
erature (1, 9–11). In addition, we allowed a priori for direct connections
between neighboring nodes, based on the characteristics of cortico-cortical
connections (e.g., refs. 24 and 33). We included intrahemispheric connections
from both hemispheres and also included interhemispheric connections be-
tween homologous areas. Fig. 2A shows how the individual nodes were la-
beled. Connections between directly adjacent parcels were excluded for further
analysis to reduce spurious estimates of connectivity due to spatial leakage of
source-reconstructed activity. The selection scheme resulted in 4,350 connec-
tions between pairs of parcels, which notably consisted of a sparse subset of all
possible pairwise connections between the 156 parcels used for the GC analysis.
GC Computation and Statistical Evaluation of Overall Network Topology. We
computed the spectral representation of the signals at the sensor level and
projected this into source space, using the parcel-specific spatial filters. The
spectral representation of the signals was obtained using the fast Fourier
transform in combination with multitapers (using 5-Hz smoothing) on the time
domain data from200 until 600ms afterwordonset. For eachpair of parcels we
computed the cross-spectral density matrix and used this to compute GC using
nonparametric spectral matrix factorization and a blockwise approach (34, 35).
We also computed GC based on the source-projected Fourier transform of
time-reversed data, to distinguish “weak” asymmetries from “strong” asym-
metries, as described by Haufe and coworkers (13) and Haufe et al. (36). A
weak asymmetry is an apparent directional interaction between a pair of
network nodes, which is due to a difference in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
across nodes (14), often caused by a linear mixture of underlying sources (37).
We selected only parcel pairs for subsequent analysis for which the difference
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between GC and reverse GC was statistically significant (across subjects) at a P
value <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (one-sided t test, with Bon-
ferroni correction). This reduced the number of connections that were used for
subsequent analysis from 4,350 to 713.
NMF and Network Visualization. We explored the network topology by per-
forming NMF with sparsity constraints (38) on the resulting GC spectra. The
purpose of this analysis is to describe the reconstructed connectivity data as a
low-dimensional mixture of network components, each of which with a sub-
ject–specific spectral profile. This technique has successfully been applied to
sensor-level MEG-signals before (39). We opted for sparse NMF, because the
nonnegativity constraint facilitates the interpretation of the components, as
opposed to, for example, a statistical independence constraint as applied in
independent component analysis. This is because GC is strictly nonnegative. The
outcome of NMF is dependent on the number of components. We explored a
range of “number of components” but settled on the number 20 for the re-
mainder of the paper, providing a reasonable balance between providing a
small number of interpretable components, while at the same time maintain-
ing a good separation between subnetworks. We used the Icasso framework
(40), with 40 repeated random initialization, which applies a hierarchical clus-
tering procedure on the outcome to extract the underlying structure of the
data, irrespective of the random initializations of the NMF algorithm.
Condition-Specific Statistical Evaluation.We estimated condition-specific GC in
the dominant connections extracted from the identified network components.
The individual conditions were defined according to whether the words were
presented in a well-formed sentence context (or were part of a word list) and
according to whether the words were presented early in the sentence/word list
(words two to four) or late in the sentence/word list (n− 3 until n− 1,with n the
number of words in the sentence/word list). To account for potential in-
terpretational confounds of the resulting GC estimates we used a stratification
procedure to ensure that the marginal distributions of the epochwise signal
variances as well as the words’ lexical frequencies were equalized across con-
ditions. As a consequence only a subset of epochs is used for the GC estima-
tion, where the parcel-pair specific number of epochs varies across parcel pairs.
On average 50% of the epochs were retained (range: 20–75%), corresponding
to 147 (range: 45–235) epochs. We defined dominant connections as spatially
clustered sets of edges. We computed subject- and condition-specific GC and
performed a nonparametric permutation test to evaluate (i) sentence – word
list words, (ii) for the sentence condition: early – late words, and (iii) an in-
teraction effect: (early-late words sentences) – (early-late words sequences).
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